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Native to Naples, Florida for over 26 years, BCB Homes has emerged as the brand behind the finest estate 
homes in the most prestigious communities. Why you ask? We provide a unique multi-part system to ensure 
our homes and commercial projects are the best anywhere. Over the years, BCB Homes has added specific 
focus-driven companies to our brand to assist with important specialties.

Dickson Roofing has a history of unbeaten quality and an impeccable reputation in the industry. Because of our 
mutually beneficial experiences collaborating with Dickson and the market-leading scientific technology behind 
their top-quality roofing systems, we brought them into the BCB family. Innovative Construction Solutions,  
born to leverage building science to optimize building performance, completes our arsenal of capabilities.  
When you choose BCB Homes, you get the triple threat of world-class design, science-based building, and 
unrivaled roofing technology. 

This trifecta of distinctive resources sets the BCB family of companies apart and sets a new, higher standard 
in residential and commercial building. Let us continue the BCB-Dickson-Innovative legacy and show you the 
difference our collective experience and expertise make. Talk to us about your next project.

ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE.

ROOFS SHOULD ENDURE.
For over three decades, the craftsmanship at Dickson Roofing has been the finest available. The resilience 
and beauty of the projects we’ve completed are evidence of the quality of our work and dedication to the 
customer. We are indeed a family of highly qualified, fully trained professionals who want to fulfill your vision 
and your objectives—from repairs to replacements to new construction. Every roof poses unique challenges. 
We ensure yours will endure!

BUILDING PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZED. 
Innovative Construction Solutions can transform any distressed home or commercial property (new or vintage) 
into a structurally sound, fully modern, state-of-the-art piece of real estate. Our diagnostic technicians 
identify causes behind a building’s vulnerabilities—particularly inferior windows, doors, roofs, weatherproofing 
and indoor air quality—caused by substandard processes, materials, installation or design. We test these 
systems, gather crucial data, and “diagnose” the health of the building so that deficiencies are remedied, 
and solutions are put in place to prevent reoccurrence. Don’t let the risk of water damage, roofing failure and 
HVAC system fatigue effect you. But if they do, we’re here to correct them.


